INTERNSHIP CLOUDNL VMWARE PROGRAMMING
KPN INTERNEDSERVICES
2019
Are you up for a programming challenge? Are you interested cloud and eager to see how we
deal with cloud? We are looking for you!
The company:
KPN Internedservices is one of the largest Dutch service providers in Cloud and IT. We are
founded in 1996 and since 2015 a fully owned company by Royal KPN: we are the Cloud and
IT experts in the Netherlands for the large enterprise market. We are specialists in the delivery
of managed cloud, (hosted) workspaces, security and connectivity. Our 170 professionals
come to work with only one goal: creating success for our customers.
With over 20 years of experience and over 24.000 customers we understand the diversity of
IT needs of the Dutch enterprises. We design, build and maintain business critical IT- and Cloud
solutions which contribute to the success of our customers. We do this by following high
standards, with the highest qualitiy and the best people.
Your internship:
As an intern in the CloudNL VMware team you will be responsible for several programming
challenges, think of 3rd party integrations, UI extensions, API calls etc. The CloudNL VMware
team is responsible for the delivery of KPN’s Virtual Private Cloud. This team maintains and
innovates this service for our customers. We use VMware vCloud Director software to provide
the KPN CloudNL VMware service offering to KPN customers. In a nutshell the CloudNL
VMware platform offers Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) for a whole range of products and
resources, for example: compute/storage/backup/disaster-recovery/containers/etc. We have
several assignments in mind where your programming skills are required!
Are you:
-

-

In for a challenge and is your curiosity sky-high?;
A HBO student (with preference for 3rd or 4th year student) in ICT or software
engineering;
Familiar in Java and Oriented programming and Web development in general:
o Javascript / Typescript / NodeJS
o Web development using Angular 4
o VMware Clarity
o HTML and CSS
Knowledgeable/experienced in Webservices / API management;
Knowledgeable/experienced in front- and backend.

Good to know:
The team consists of 8 people and is located in Purmerend (next to the train station!). We
communicate in English and also like to do fun stuff with each other. You’ll closely work with
other teams within the unit. This internship is mainly focused on job-shadowing
(meeloopstage). However we’re open to discuss a research assignment too when you’re
required to complete one for school! This is a fulltime internship and we offer a internship
reimbursement.

Are you interested and has your curiosity been woken up? Respons asap!

